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ABSTRACT

It has been widely argued that agroecological science, which originally developed as the application of ecological principles to agricultural systems, should engage with the social and political issues that affect production agriculture, and incorporate knowledge from a variety of sources. In this paper, we use techniques from network science and bibliometrics to evaluate the degree to which this transformation has taken place. By creating networks based on over 3,000 agroecology papers and the roughly 160,000 references they cite, we distinguish the sub-fields (“research fronts”) that made up agroecology in three time intervals: 1982–2004, 2005–2013, and 2014–2018. We also identify the main disciplines from which the research fronts in 2014–2018 drew their supporting knowledge. We suggest that, very broadly, themes in agroecological research include: Ecosystem services; (agro)biodiversity; approaches to agricultural intensification; tropical agroecosystems (particularly coffee); pest and weed management; organic agriculture; cropping systems; system transitions, modeling, and design; climate change adaptation; food sovereignty; education; and the nature and purpose of agroecology itself. Some research fronts mainly cite papers in natural science fields such as ecology, environmental science, agriculture, and entomology. However, others draw upon work in social science areas including development studies, environmental studies, and anthropology. The analysis presented in this paper demonstrates that agroecology has indeed evolved to possess many of the characteristics of an “ecology of [the entire] food system.” We anticipate that this work will also be of use to those wishing to gain an overview of the field or identify key papers, knowledge gaps, and potential collaborations.

Introduction

Agroecology is a complex and wide-ranging field. The term “agroecology” suggests that the discipline deals with the union of ecological and agricultural sciences, and indeed agroecology has been defined as “the application of...
ecological concepts and principles to the design and management of sustainable agroecosystems” (Gliessman 2000). Prominent papers matching this definition address topics such as the ecological basis of indigenous farming systems (Altieri 2004; Gliessman, Garcia, and Amador 1981), the effects of biodiversity in agroecosystems (Altieri 1999; Ratnadass et al. 2012) and the roles and functions of soil micro-organisms (Burger and Jackson 2003; Gianinazzi et al. 2010).

At the same time, agroecology is not solely a curiosity-driven, basic science; it is also an applied field rooted in concern about, and response to, the environmental and social harms caused by the rise of industrial agriculture. Wezel et al. (2009) describe how, in contexts such as 20th century France and Germany, this concern was expressed as a scientific investigation into agricultural principles and practices that could produce food with lower environmental costs than Green Revolution techniques. Agroecological farming tends to replace costly external inputs with farmer knowledge. In developing-world contexts, such as Latin America, agroecology was identified as a means by which peasant farmers could maintain their livelihoods and self-reliance in the face of a food system that increasingly concentrates power and profits in the hands of transnational agribusiness corporations (Altieri and Toledo 2011; Rosset and Altieri 2017; Rosset and Martínez-Torres 2012). As Wezel et al. (2009) point out, agroecology has evolved to be simultaneously a science, a social movement, and a set of farming practices.

If it is to effectively support a transition to environmental, economic, and social sustainability, agroecological science will need to go beyond simply researching farming principles and practices that can be both productive and environmentally sound. The choices of individual farmers (and the ability of people to take part in agriculture in the first place) are constrained by the social, economic, and political systems in which they exist (Gonzalez de Molina 2016). Ecosystem services and other agricultural outcomes are also influenced by events and processes on scales much larger than a single farm (Tomich et al. 2011). This argues that agroecological research must encompass the macro-scale issues of economics, politics, social structures, etc. that shape the options available in the field.

Francis et al. (2003) advocated for this kind of holistic approach to agroecology, arguing that the discipline should be defined as “the ecology of food systems.” They point out that human behavior is a critical driving force in the food system, that focusing only on production limits our understanding of the current system and the generation of possible alternatives, and that we have a moral duty to engage with issues of equity in food access, nutrition, and health. The many fields that Francis et al. consider relevant include environmental sciences, economics, sociology, anthropology, literature, and ethics (see also Tomich et al. 2011).
This call for research spanning many disciplines was reiterated by Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen (2013). They also urge that agroecology projects should focus on solving real-world problems in close collaboration with the individuals and communities affected by those problems. In other words, agroecology should be “transdisciplinary, participatory, and action-oriented,” integrating knowledge from throughout and beyond the academic arena. Then, in order for agroecological solutions to scale beyond the local, Gonzalez de Molina (2013) emphasizes the need for a “political agroecology” that develops the institutions, policies, and social momentum needed to support the agroecological transition.

Guidelines for systems-based research in agriculture have been developed (Drinkwater, Friedman, and Buck 2016), and some transdisciplinary, participatory, and transformative projects have been documented around the world (Bacon et al. 2014; Mier Y Terán Giménez Cacho et al. 2018; Schattman et al. 2015; Anderzén et al. 2020). However, continued progress in this area is not guaranteed. Many factors act to favor discipline-based research that essentially conforms to the dominant, production-oriented, technology-focused regime (Levidow, Pimbert, and Vanloqueren 2014; Vanloqueren and Baret 2009) and in the U.S. at least, systems-based agriculture research projects that include social and economic elements receive a particularly small share of government funding (DeLonge, Miles, and Carlisle 2016).

Given the perceived need for a broader and more inclusive science of agroecology, and the potential barriers to achieving it, a handful of authors have examined the extent to which agroecological science integrates fields other than the strictly biophysical, and how the importance and treatment of larger spatial scales has been changing over time. Dalgaard, Hutchings, and Porter (2003) showed that papers referring to agroecology could be found in databases of natural science, social science, and economics literature. Most papers were found only in the natural science database; the greatest overlap was between natural science and economics; and no papers were contained in all three databases. This implies that most work at that point focused on biophysical issues, with few interdisciplinary projects and the field as a whole just beginning to involve the social sciences.

Around the same time as Dalgaard, Hutchings, and Porter (2003) were examining the literature, Buttel (2003) divided agroecology into five strands: (1) Ecosystems agroecology and (2) agro-population ecology were based on natural science, with different ecological perspectives as their foundation; (3) Agronomic agroecology was mainly informed by the science of agronomy; (4) Ecological political economy, on the other hand, was characterized by a political-economic critique of industrial agriculture and drew heavily from the social sciences; and finally, (5) multi-functional agroecology, then in its infancy, integrated ecological, agronomic, economic, and social perspectives, and approached farming and food in the context of their surrounding
geographical and institutional landscapes. Buttel’s analysis highlights the political element within the field and the emergence of a new, interdisciplinary variety of agroecology.

Wezel and Soldat (2009, 14) determined that the field broadened and expanded in the 2000s, increasing its scope to include “(sub-)disciplines … at the intersection between agriculture and nature, biodiversity, culture, food production, sustainable development and policy.” In addition, they found that agroecology’s spatial scales and research approaches grew to encompass not only the plot/field but also the whole farm, and finally the entire food system. In Wezel and Soldat’s estimation, the food systems approach coexists with an “agroecosystems” approach that does not explicitly consider politics, economics, and society. This is consistent with Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen (2013)’s division of the field into two distinct and broad agroecological perspectives, one largely restricted to natural science and another that engages with wider agri-food system issues. Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen (2013) also point that there exist a diversity of perspectives in between these two extremes.

Many more agroecology papers have been published since the above studies were carried out, and new data sets and analysis techniques allow an updated and extended assessment of agroecological research. In this paper, we reevaluate the evolution of agroecology by applying bibliometric techniques and network science methods to thousands of articles drawn from the Web of Science (Materials and methods). In particular, we examine (1) changes in the breadth of the field and the topics it addresses, (2) the specific sub-fields that have formed, and (3) the areas of knowledge from which agroecology is drawing. We do this in the following ways:

1) In Changes in word use over time we calculate the occurrence of certain key terms over time. We hypothesize that, if the scope and emphasis of agroecological science is changing, we will observe changes in the vocabulary used by the field. The relative frequency of words such as “weeds” or “soil” may decrease, while the use of words like “economics” or “justice” may rise. This global analysis would show that new terms were entering agroecology and their usage increasing.

2) In Agroecology’s evolving research fronts, we identify and illustrate evolving sub-fields, or “research fronts” (de Solla Price 1965) in agroecology. Scientific research fields tend to be composed of fairly distinct sub-fields that deal with different subjects in different ways, and the adoption of new concepts, methods, and supporting knowledge most likely does not proceed at a uniform rate across an entire subject area. By constructing bibliographic coupling networks for the papers in the data set, we detect the sub-fields of the discipline and determine how they have changed over time.

The networks are made by counting the number of cited references that pairs of papers have in common, assuming that overlapping reference lists imply shared interests and background knowledge (Bornmann and Daniel 2008; Kessler 1963; Weinberg 1974). Communities in the networks – groups of
papers that are more tightly connected to each other than to other papers – are interpreted as the research fronts of agroecology. Words that are frequently used in the titles of the papers in the research fronts indicate the topics they address. By dividing the agroecology papers into three time periods (1982–2004, 2005–2013, 2014–2018), we can see how research fronts form and change.

3) A further step is needed to uncover the base of knowledge that agroecology draws from and how it differs between research fronts. As Francis et al. (2003) argue, there are many disciplines that could usefully inform (and be informed by) agroecology. Knowledge from other disciplines may enter agroecology at different times, and researchers in different sub-fields of agroecology may be more open to contributions from some areas than from others. In addition, a few influential researchers can have a disproportionate effect on the evolution and goals of a field (Crane 1972), potentially leading to changes that reflect their areas of interest while neglecting others.

So, to visualize agroecology’s supporting knowledge base (The knowledge base of agroecology), we first construct a “science overlay map” for the field (Porter and Rafols 2009; Porter and Youtie 2009). This process consists of creating a base map that lays out approximately 250 subject categories covering all of science, then superimposing the subject categories of the papers that are cited by the papers in our agroecology data set. The resulting graphic gives a high-level overview of the contributions that knowledge from different fields makes to agroecology. We then group the subject categories into a handful of broader “macro-disciplines” and produce a heatmap showing how frequently each agroecology research front refers to papers in each of those macro-disciplines.

To complement this work, we provide interactive versions of the bibliographic coupling networks that show the first author, publication year, and title of all the papers they contain. These may be useful for students wishing to find key papers, researchers who would like to fill gaps in their knowledge, or those interested in forming new collaborations.

Acknowledging the considerable work that is done to advance agroecology in non-academic settings and in different languages (with a large number of contributions in Spanish, Portuguese, and some in French), we emphasize that this study is restricted to research that is published in formal academic documents, and mostly in English.

Materials and methods

This section briefly summarizes the collection, preparation, and analysis of the data presented in Results. Further information can be found in the Supplementary Material.
**Data acquisition and cleaning**

The data used in this study were obtained from among the 72 million records in journals, books, and conference proceedings indexed in the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection. The database was queried via the WoS Application Programming Interface on April 5th, 2019, using the following search term: ‘Topic = “agroecolog*” OR Topic = “agro-ecolog*”’. The asterisk or ‘wildcard’ character stands for any character(s), so this search string captures words such as “agroecology,” “agro-ecological,” and “agroecologist.” Searching by topic returns items from 1982\(^1\) to the present that contain the specified search term in the title, abstract, author-assigned keywords, or “Keywords Plus” (keywords that are automatically assigned by WoS). These items can be journal articles, papers in conference proceedings, books, etc., but will be referred to here simply as “documents” or “papers.”

The 5,568 documents returned with publication dates through 2018 are used for this study (Table 1). The metadata (titles, abstracts, keywords, authors, etc.) available for those papers were ‘cleaned’ in two ways before proceeding with the analysis. First, the keywords were edited. The data set contains 12,615 unique author-assigned keywords, including numerous (near-)synonymous terms. This includes singular and plural words (e.g. aflatoxin, aflatoxins), Latin and common names (e.g. glycine max, soybean), and words and phrases with very similar meanings (e.g. organic farming, organic agriculture, organic production). The 674 keywords that are used at least 5 times were inspected by hand and the possible variations were converted into a single, standard term. Then, a similar procedure was applied to words in the titles and abstracts of the papers (lists of terms that were modified in this process are available as described in the Supplementary Material).

An author’s use of “agroecology,” “agroecological,” and related terms may reflect very different relationships with the field of agroecology. In particular, phrases like “agroecological zones” are often used simply to indicate that data were obtained in a specific set of environmental conditions, and does not necessarily denote any of the kinds of research discussed in Introduction. Therefore, to identify the subset of papers expected to be most relevant to the issues at hand, a second data set was created that excludes papers whose titles, abstracts, and keywords only use “agroecological” followed by a geographical or physical indicator (i.e., zone, region, site, area, environment, conditions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Source Papers</th>
<th>Total Cited References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Agroecolog* data set</td>
<td>5,568</td>
<td>256,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroecology subset</td>
<td>3,277</td>
<td>164,550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
locations, and variations on those words). This resulted in a total of 3,277 papers (Table 1). The full set of search results, and the more agroecology-specific subset, will be referred to as the “Agroecologi*” and “Agroecology” data sets, respectively.

The references cited by each paper are also indexed in WoS, and a second search was carried out for each paper to retrieve the titles, authors, journals, and other information about the cited references. In the rest of this work, the documents returned by the initial WoS search will be referred to as the “source” or “citing” documents or papers, and the documents they cite as the “cited references”. To determine how many cited references were shared by pairs or groups of source papers, “fuzzy” text matching was carried out, allowing for identification of identical references even in the presence of small errors, spelling differences, etc.

Each journal, book, and conference proceedings in WoS is assigned one or more subject categories (SCs), so, when a cited reference corresponded to a document that was indexed in WoS, its SC(s) were determined using publication:SC spreadsheets provided by WoS customer support. SCs are not available for cited references that appear in publication types (e.g. reports, theses, trade publications) not indexed by WoS, in specific books, journals, and proceedings that are not included in WoS, or that contain missing or incorrect data that prevent them being matched with items in WoS. In the 1982–2004 and 2005–2013 time intervals, SCs could be identified for ~50% or fewer of the cited references, whereas 61% of references cited by articles in 2014–2018 were associated with SCs.

The above data are used for basic bibliometric analyses (Bibliometric and content analysis, Overview of the data and Changes in word use over time), to construct bibliographic coupling networks (Bibliographic coupling analysis and Agroecology’s evolving research fronts) and to create cited reference subject category usage maps (Cited reference subject categories and The knowledge base of agroecology). Figure 1 gives a simplified overview of the workflow in this paper (see also Figure 1 in the Supplementary Materials).

**Bibliometric and content analysis**

The metadata associated with each paper is used to give an overview of the field, including the most common journals and keywords and the rapid, recent increase in publication rates. The frequency with which certain terms are used in the paper abstracts each year is also calculated. The choice of terms to count is based on the authors’ impression of, and participation in, the ongoing conversation about the nature and purpose of agroecology, and reflects words and phrases that we expect would indicate whether relevant shifts have occurred. This is discussed further in Changes in word use over time and Reflections on this analysis.
To investigate the research topics of agroecology and how they have changed over time, we use the technique of bibliographic coupling (BC) to determine connections between papers. Bibliographic coupling can be used to identify the current topics, or research fronts, within a field (Boyack and Klavans 2010; Jarneving 2005; Zupic and Čater 2015). The technique compares the reference lists within papers and links two papers when they share cited references. The more cited references two papers have in common, the higher the weight of the link between them. A BC network can then be created in which the nodes are the citing papers and the edges are the common-reference-based links between them. A community detection algorithm (e.g. Blondel et al. 2008; Wallace, Gingras, and
Duhon (2009) can then be used to divide the network into clusters of papers that tend to draw from the same underlying knowledge base: the research fronts.

BC networks were constructed for three time periods: 1982–2004, 2005–2013, and 2014–2018. Those intervals were selected by simple visual inspection of Figure 3, and loosely correspond to changes in the rate of publication of agroecology papers. For 2005–2013 and 2014–2018, papers were required to share at least 5 cited references with at least one other paper to be included in the network. For 1982–2004, requiring 5 common papers resulted in only small groups of papers by the same authors being included in the network, so a lower threshold of 3 common references was used instead.

The research fronts in each time period were named by inspecting the list of most common title words and the actual titles of all the papers in each RF and creating a term that was felt to capture the essence of those titles. This was carried out by one author and corroborated by another with a very different academic background.

**Cited reference subject categories**

If agroecology is “the ecology of food systems,” the field should incorporate knowledge from (i.e., cite references from) a variety of subject areas. An accurate and detailed description of the subjects covered by each of the roughly 122,000 unique references cited by the 3,277 papers in the Agroecology data set would be difficult to generate, but it is possible to obtain a crude picture using the 252 subject categories (SCs) that Web of Science assigns to each journal/book/proceedings in their database. For example, WoS places the Journal of Applied Ecology into the Biodiversity Conservation and Ecology categories; while the European Journal of Agronomy is assigned the SC of Agronomy; Science and Nature belong to Multidisciplinary Sciences; and so on. If a cited reference appeared in a publication that is indexed in WoS, then, we can derive the broad area of knowledge from which the citing paper was drawing.

To produce digestible information from the SC data, we (1) visualize the usage counts by overlaying them on network maps showing the entire set of SCs for science as a whole, and (2) group the SCs into a smaller number of broader “macro-disciplines” and use heatmaps to show how frequently each macro-discipline is cited. The procedure used to gather SCs into macro-disciplines is based on how frequently journals in different SCs cite each other and is described in the Supplementary Materials; Table 2 lists the resulting macro-disciplines and some of the SCs that belong to them. As noted in Materials and methods, SCs could be identified for relatively few cited references in 1982–2004 and 2005–2013. The analysis of subject categories in this paper is therefore restricted to the 2014–2018 period, for which SCs could be determined for 61% of cited references.
Table 2. Macro-disciplines and representative subject categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macro-discipline</th>
<th>Representative SCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture &amp; Food Science(^1)</td>
<td>Agriculture; Dairy &amp; Animal Science; Agriculture, Multidisciplinary; Nutrition &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dietetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Humanities(^2)</td>
<td>Folklore; Philosophy; Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio/medical Sciences</td>
<td>Cell Biology; Horticulture; Multidisciplinary Sciences; Plant Sciences; Tropical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry &amp; Materials</td>
<td>Energy &amp; Fuels; Polymer Science; Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth, Ecosystems &amp; Environment</td>
<td>Agronomy; Ecology; Environmental Sciences; Geology; Soil Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Society</td>
<td>Education &amp; Education Research; Social Science, Biomedical; Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous(^3)</td>
<td>Dentistry, Oral Surgery &amp; Medicine; Materials Science, Biomaterials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td>Astronomy &amp; Astrophysics; Engineering, Industrial; Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>Development Studies; Economics; Environmental Studies; Geography; Political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Relatively small macro-discipline; other agriculture-related SCs are found elsewhere.

\(^2\)Not present in the journal citation data used to construct Figure 13; manually assigned to the Social Sciences macro-discipline.

\(^3\)Contains only 4 SCs, all irrelevant. Omitted from Figure 14.

Results

Overview of the data

Some basic properties of the full Agroecolog\(^*\) data set are presented in Figure 2 and Table 1. Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the data is that the number of papers has increased dramatically since the turn of the century (Figure 2). While just a handful of agroecology papers were published each year in the 1980s, 2018 saw more than 700 papers in the field. Wezel and Soldat (2009) remarked on this phenomenon a decade ago, and this new analysis confirms that the number of papers continues to rise.

These documents are published in almost 1300 journals, books, and conference proceedings. Agroecology papers most frequently appear in Agroecology and Sustainable Food Systems (formerly known as the Journal of Sustainable Agriculture) and Agriculture, Ecosystems, and Environment. However, a range of journals related to sustainability, development, and crop and animal research is represented in the 12 most common journals shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 also shows the top 12 most frequently used keywords in the articles. The most commonly used keyword is ‘sustainable agriculture,’ and climate change, biodiversity, and ecosystem services are also well represented. Food security is in the top 12 while food sovereignty is not; maize is the most common crop-related keyword; and organic farming and agroforestry are the systems/methods/practices most frequently referred to. Weeds appear to be the production-related problem attracting the most research effort.

As Figure 3 shows, the Agroecology subset (Materials and methods, Table 1) places more emphasis on agroecological practices, principles, and approaches than the full Agroecolog\(^*\) data set. The most common words following “agroecological” are now “system” and “practice”, and “knowledge”,


“research”, and “principle” have entered the top 12. The same journals appear in the top five, but Field Crop Research and Tropical Animal Health and Production have been displaced by the Journal of Applied Ecology and Eurasian Soil Science. Agriculture and Human Values, a journal focused on the social sciences and humanities, has moved into the 12 most common journals. Sustainable agriculture is still the most common keyword, but climate change has moved several places down the rankings, biodiversity has moved up, and food sovereignty now approaches food security in frequency of use.

To constrain the scope of the analysis, the remainder of this article focuses exclusively on the Agroecology subset of papers. We believe this sample better captures the multiple dimensions of the evolution of the field over time.
Changes in word use over time

Agroecology’s scope and areas of focus have changed over time, influenced by factors such as articles that have intentionally tried to steer the direction of the field, papers that have highlighted new methods, theories, or lines of investigation, and broader trends outside of the discipline itself. Papers that specifically aim to influence the research subjects and practice of agroecology, or point out areas of contention, have used words such as:

- Food system(s): Francis et al. (2003) propose that agroecology be the “ecology of food systems.”
- Justice: Several authors have urged agroecologists to pay attention to issues of equity in the food system (Bezner Kerr et al. 2019; Coolsaet 2016; Francis et al. 2003; Gliessman 2014; Timmermann and Félix 2015).
- Participatory: Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen (2013) and Méndez et al. (2017) advocate using participatory research methods.
Livelihoods: Amekawa (2011) explains how sustainable livelihoods and agroecology could be integrated; see also Addinsall et al. (2015) and Tittonell (2014).

Food security and food sovereignty: These concepts have been defined, dissected, and criticized by numerous authors (e.g. Agarwal 2014; Bernstein 2014; Holt-Giménez and Altieri 2013; Holt-Giménez and Shattuck 2011).

At the same time, concepts such as “sustainability,” “climate change,” and “organic” have become more widely used by researchers, the popular media, and the public in recent years (e.g. Boykoff and Boykoff 2007).

Figure 4 shows the prevalence of the above terms in the abstracts of the Agroecology papers over time. The fraction of abstracts containing each term in each year is relative to the total number of Agroecology abstracts for that year. Because very few papers were published in the early years (Figure 3), certain words can appear in a very large fraction of papers and their frequency can vary by a large amount from 1 year to the next in that time period. For example, “food security” appears in 25% of papers in 1988 and 0%
in 1989, but this simply means that the phrase occurred in 1 of the 4 papers that were published in 1988 and 0/5 in 1989.

In more recent years, several words show a marked increase in usage. In particular, “food security” and “food system” were used in only about 2% of abstracts in the mid-2000s but now appear in roughly 8–10%. The first use of “food sovereignty” in the Agroecology sample of papers did not occur until 2010, but that term was used in 4% of abstracts in 2018. “Participatory” and “justice” are also becoming more common, although their usage has increased at a slower rate. No clear trend is discernible in the usage of “livelihood.”

“Climate change” and “sustain” (including “sustainability,” “sustainable,” etc.) are also used more frequently than in the past, but references to “organic” have been fairly constant. Other words that have been stable or declining in popularity include “soil,” “land use,” and “nutrient.” Overall, terms that may reflect a concern for the agency and interests of participants in the food system, and a wider food systems perspective, have experienced a rise in usage. Words like “soil” and “organic,” though, which can be used to refer solely to biophysical processes and practices, are still widely used, appearing in roughly 30% and 15% of recent abstracts, respectively.

The usage counts of this small number of pre-selected terms give some indication of the topics addressed by agroecology, and of changes within the field. However, this relies on a subjective assessment of the words and phrases that are important to evaluate, and does not illustrate how these topics are distributed within the subject. In the following section, we use citation relationships between papers to extract the research communities within agroecological science, building a broader and less biased view of the discipline.

**Agroecology’s evolving research fronts**

Basic characteristics of the BC network for each time period are given in Table 3, and further described below.

**The early years: 1982 – 2004**

The BC network for 1982–2004 is shown in Figure 5, in which the four largest research fronts are highlighted. The research fronts were named by visual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Papers in Time Period</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Papers in Network (%)</th>
<th>Connected Papers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982–2004</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>141 (33%)</td>
<td>33 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005–2013</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>323 (34%)</td>
<td>173 (54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014–2018</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>772 (43%)</td>
<td>573 (74%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Excludes 96 papers that do not cite any references (cf Table 1).
2Number of cited references that a paper must have in common with at least one other paper in order to be included in the network.
3Number of papers in the network that belong to the largest connected component (the largest sub-group in which all papers can be reached by following connections from any other paper).
inspection of the titles of the papers in each one, and Figure 6 illustrates their most common title words. Only four research fronts are highlighted in this time period because the others contain mainly or only papers by the same first author (for example, the fifth-largest front contains six papers, of which four are by S. O. Oikeh), or are very small.

The largest research front, “Agroecological Foundations1982–2004”, contains 15 papers. Much of this front deals with developing countries in South and Central America. Topics are varied, including Sri Lankan forest gardens (Nuberg, Evans, and Senanayake 1994), alternative agriculture in California (Altieri 1992), and quantifying farm performance and sustainability (Dalsgaard, Lightfoot, and Christensen 1995; Dalsgaard and Oficial 1997). Several papers mention social, cultural, and political factors (Holt-Giménez 2002; Macdonald 1998; Méndez, Lok, and Somarriba 2001; Steinberg 1998), or reflect on agroecological research and perspectives (Altieri 1989; Francis et al. 2003; Worster 1990; Zimmerer 1994). Given the range of topics covered in this
research front, it is perhaps not surprising that the documents most frequently cited by its members, "Agroecology: the scientific basis of alternative agriculture" (Altieri 1987) and "Agroecosystem analysis" (Conway 1985) contain material that is fairly widely applicable.

Several of the papers in the next-largest front, “Managing Natural Resources1982-2004”, address topics related to pest management, while others deal with ecological and natural resource issues such as biodiversity (Altieri 1999) and soil health (Sherwood and Uphoff 2000). As with Agroecological Foundations1982-2004, this research front pays attention to matters other than the strictly biophysical. These include policy agendas (Sherwood and Uphoff 2000), farmer participation and farmer-to-farmer programs (Andrews, Bentley, and Cave 1992; Hawkesworth and García Pérez 2003), indigenous knowledge (Altieri 1993), and contradictions within alternative agriculture (Rosset and Altieri 1997).

"Managing Natural Resources1982-2004" includes the most highly cited paper from this time period: “The ecological role of biodiversity in agroecosystems” (Altieri 1999). This paper had 982 citations recorded in the Web of Science at the time the search was performed, and is the most-cited paper in the Agroecology data set. It is followed by “Ecological intensification of cereal production systems” (Cassman 1999; 634 citations) and “Global food security:
Challenges and policies” (Rosegrant and Cline 2003; 343 citations). The former paper is in a small research front in the periphery of the network, while the latter is not included in the network. In fact, only six of the top ten most-cited papers from 1982–2004 appear in this time interval’s BC network.

“Organic Farming & Agroecology Research$^{1982-2004}$”, is connected to Managing Natural Resources$^{1982-2004}$ because Lotter (2003) and Dalgaard, Hutchings, and Porter (2003) in Organic Farming & Agroecology Research$^{1982-2004}$ cite some of the same references as Altieri (2002) in Managing Natural Resources$^{1982-2004}$. However, the topics of the papers in Organic Farming & Agroecology Research$^{1982-2004}$ are less diverse than those of Agroecological Foundations$^{1982-2004}$ and Managing Natural Resources$^{1982-2004}$ (even considering the larger size of the latter fronts). Five of the seven papers mention organic farming in their titles, while the remaining two reflect on the scope of agroecological research (Dalgaard, Hutchings,
and Porter 2003) and the application of agroecology in farming systems research (Delate 2002). Papers in this research front are all from 2001 or later.

“African Landrace Grains\textsubscript{1982–2004}” is also a coherent research front, consisting entirely of research about sorghum and barley in Africa and the Middle East. Judging by the paper titles, the work in this research front is essentially biophysical in nature. African Landrace Grains\textsubscript{1982–2004} is entirely disconnected from all other fronts, meaning that none of its papers shares three or more references with any paper outside the research front. This is typical of research fronts in this network: the largest connected component (LCC; the largest sub-group in which all papers can be reached by following connections from any other paper) includes only 33/141 (23%) of the papers in the network as a whole (Table 3), while the remaining 108/141 (77%) of papers share cited references with very few other papers.

In fact, the network in Figure 5 contains just 141 papers (Table 3), which is only 33% of the 423 papers that were published during this time period. The remaining papers were excluded from the network because they shared fewer than three cited references with any other paper. Those papers must either deal with similar topics but draw from different source material (i.e., cite different references), or cover different topics without forming coherent communities. Overall, the fragmented nature of the network in the 1982–2004 time period, and the relatively small fraction of papers included in the network suggest a field in the early stages of assembling its knowledge base and topics of enquiry.

The middle period: 2005 – 2013
By 2005–2013 the bibliographic coupling network consists of a relatively large, interconnected core, a handful of more peripheral but still connected research fronts, and a scattering of smaller, distinct fronts (Figure 7). A similar fraction of the papers from this time interval are included in the network compared to 1982–2004 (323/950 vs 141/423; 34% vs 33%), even though more common cited references were required for a paper to be included in the network (5 vs 3; Table 3). The percentage of papers belonging to the largest connected component has also increased, from 33/141 (23%) to 173/323 (54%). These numbers suggest that during this period the field continued to coalesce into groups that draw from common pools of background knowledge.

The most common title words for the six largest research fronts are shown in Figure 8. The largest front, “Biodiversity, Sustainability & Ecosystem Services\textsubscript{2005–2013},” has a strong emphasis on biodiversity (e.g. Gabriel et al. 2013; Tscharntke et al. 2012) and associated ecosystem services (e.g. Carvalheiro et al. 2010; Kremen and Miles 2012). It also contains studies exploring sustainability and sustainable intensification (Gomiero, Pimentel, and Paoletti 2011; Pretty 2008; Pretty, Toulmin, and Williams 2011), as well as a handful of papers proposing research and policy agendas or examining the factors that shape them (Lee 2013; Thompson and Scoones 2009; Vanloqueren
and Baret 2009). While some of the work in this research front pertains to developing countries, it also includes studies of temperate agroecosystems (Lovell et al. 2010; Morelli 2013; Stanley, Gunning, and Stout 2013).

The next largest research front, “Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems I2005-2013”, deals mainly with agriculture-related issues in the tropics, with a focus on coffee production and biodiversity. A number of its members are firmly biophysical in nature, relating to topics such as evaluating bird communities using remote sensing (Ranganathan, Chan, and Daily 2007). However, this front also includes social science-related themes such as coffee farmer livelihoods (Méndez et al. 2010) factors governing reforestation in Vietnam (Meyfroidt and Lambin 2008), and climate change adaptation strategies among subsistence farmers (Mercer, Perales, and Wainwright 2012).

Following these two fronts, “Ecological Functions, Biological Control, and Weeds2005-2013” is another large but comparatively diffuse and peripheral

---

**Figure 8.** The most common words in the titles of the papers belonging to the largest research fronts in the 2005–2013 network (Figure 7). See Figure 6 for information about the number of bars shown in the panels.
research front. Aside from two papers that include participatory approaches and management science (Duru 2013; Duru et al. 2011), this front is largely restricted to biophysical topics. This is quite different from the fourth research front, “Reflections on Agroecology2005-2013”. Most of the papers in this group describe and question the purpose and direction of agroecology (e.g. Fernandez et al. 2013; Holt-Giménez and Altieri 2013), and examine some of its theoretical underpinnings (e.g. Rosset and Martínez-Torres 2012).

The final two research fronts highlighted in Figure 7 are “Designing Agroecosystems2005-2013” and “Pest Management2005-2013”. The former touches on ecological intensification and agroecosystem modeling, while the latter mainly deals with management of insect pests. The remaining fronts in this network contain eight or fewer papers. Their most common title words, as well as those of the papers that are not in the network, tend to be biophysical or production-related terms like “soil,” “crop”, “organic”, and “management” (Figure 8). This may imply that work that considers the social, political, etc. aspects of agroecology is more likely to be found in the connected core of the network.

All of the top 10 most-cited source papers from this time period are included in the network, and all but one are in one of the named research fronts. The top three are “Global food security, biodiversity conservation, and the future of agricultural intensification” (Tschirntke et al. 2012; 610 citations), “Agricultural sustainability: concepts, principles, and evidence” (Pretty 2008; 467 citations), and “Determinants of farmers’ choice of adaptation methods to climate change in the Nile Basin of Ethiopia” (Deressa et al. 2009; 366 citations). In general, Figure 7 shows that Biodiversity, Sustainability & Ecosystem Services2005-2013 and Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems12005-2013 have been rich sources of highly cited papers.

The vast majority of the references cited by the papers in this time period are to documents that are not in the Agroecology data set. However, patterns in citations to papers that are within the Agroecology data set, and specifically to papers in the 1982–2004 time period, give some insight into the influence of the earlier research fronts on more recent work in the field. To visualize these patterns, Figure 9 presents a heatmap of citations from research fronts in 2005–2013 to research fronts in the 1982–2004 network (and to papers that are in the Agroecology data set but were below the threshold for inclusion in the network).

The clearest link between research fronts is from Reflections on Agroecology2005-2013 to Agroecological Foundations1982-2004. This is mostly due to papers citing the influential article by Francis et al. (2003); over two-thirds of the citations from Reflections on Agroecology2005-2013 to Agroecological Foundations1982-2004 are to that paper. Reflections on Agroecology also draws on Managing Natural Resources1982-2004 and on Agroecology papers outside the network. Citations to these groups are also
dominated by just a few papers; in Managing Natural Resources\textsubscript{1982-2004} these are Altieri (2002) and Rosset and Altieri (1997).

Coffee and Other Tropical Agroecosystems\textsubscript{2005-2013} most commonly cites papers outside the main research fronts in 1982–2004, mainly Perfecto and Vandermeer (2002) and Mas and Dietsch (2003). Coffee agroecology was certainly studied prior to 2005, but evidently not in a sub-field detectable through its shared cited references. Designing Agroecosystems\textsubscript{2005-2013} draws on Managing Natural Resources\textsubscript{1982-2004}, but only through citations to Altieri (2002) and Altieri (1999). Ecological Functions, Biological Control, and Weeds\textsubscript{2005-2013}, Pest Management\textsubscript{2005-2013}, and Others cite very few Agroecology papers from the previous time period. African Landrace Grains\textsubscript{1982-2004} appears not to have prompted much subsequent work within agroecology (at least, not among papers in the 2005–2013 network).

**Exponential growth: 2014 – 2018**

By 2014–2018, the network includes 772/1808 (43\%) of the papers published in this time period and contains a very large, connected core (Figure 10). 573/772 (74\%) of the papers in the network now belong to the largest connected
Figure 10. Agroecology bibliographic coupling network for 2014–2018, highlighting the ten largest research fronts. The size of each node (research paper) is a function of the relative number of citations to that paper within this time period. The largest node/most-cited paper in the 2014–2018 period had 143 citations in WoS at the time of data collection, compared to 982 and 610 citations to the most-cited papers in the 1982–2004 and 2005–2013 networks, respectively: because of the very different numbers of citations to papers in the three time periods, node sizes in Figure 5, 7, and 10 are not directly comparable. The thickness of each link is related to the number of cited references shared by those two papers. An interactive, color-coded version of this figure, showing the first author, year, and title of each paper, is available here http://www.uvm.edu/~rmason4/agroecology_BC_network/agroecology_2014_2018/.
component. The number of papers and disconnected groups of papers that do not share references with other work continues to decline.

The title words of the 10 largest research fronts are shown in Figure 11. Inspecting the fronts in this time period suggests that some of the themes from 2005–2013 have evolved into related but different forms, some make up

Figure 11. The most common words in the titles of the papers belonging to the largest research fronts in the 2014–2018 network (Figure 10). See Figure 6 for information about the number of bars included in each panel.
a much smaller or larger fraction of the network than they used to, and some new research fronts have arisen. For example, some of the most common title words in Reflections on Agroecology2005–2013, such as sovereignty and movement, now appear in the large Food Sovereignty, Food Systems2014–2018 front. Coffee & Other Tropical AgroecosystemsI2005–2013 contained 32 papers in 2005–2013, but a rather similar front in 2014–2018 includes only 23. Either less coffee research is using agroecology as a lens, or coffee-related articles are drawing from a more scattered underlying set of papers.

Agroecology Education2014–2018 forms a distinct research front in 2014–2018, whereas this topic must have been non-existent, too small to highlight, or subsumed into another research front in the previous period. Agroecology Education was also noted as a distinct category by Gallardo-López et al. (2019) in their review of research topics and approaches in agroecology in Latin American and the Caribbean.

Figure 12 gives a more quantitative view of the relationships between the research fronts in 2005–2013 and those in 2014–2018, tracing the citation patterns in the same way as Figure 9.3 This supports some of the relationships suggested above.

Figure 12. Heatmap of citations from each research front in 2014–2018 to each research front in 2005–2013. The color bar indicates the mean number of citations per paper in the citing research front to papers in the cited research front.
Reflections on Agroecology (2005-2013) has exerted the most influence on the most recent period in agroecological research. Food Sovereignty, Food Systems (2014-2018) and Agroecology Education (2014-2018) are most likely to cite this front. In contrast to citations from Reflections on Agroecology (2005-2013) to its own precursor, Agroecological Foundations (1982-2004), which were mostly to a single paper in that front, citations from Food Sovereignty, Food Systems (2014-2018) to Reflections on Agroecology (2005-2013) are fairly evenly distributed. The three most-cited papers are “Agroecology as a science, a movement and a practice” (Wezel et al. 2009), “The agroecological revolution in Latin America: rescuing nature, ensuring food sovereignty, and empowering peasants” (Altieri and Toledo 2011), and “Agroecology as a transdisciplinary, participatory, and action-oriented approach” (Méndez, 2011).
Bacon, and Cohen 2013). Food Sovereignty, Food Systems\textsubscript{2014-2018} also cites some papers that were not included in the previous period’s network; “Agroecology: foundations in agrarian thought and sociological theory” (Sevilla Guzmán and Woodgate 2013) is the most-referenced of these.

Agroecology Education\textsubscript{2014-2018} also draws mainly from Reflections on Agroecology\textsubscript{2005-2013}. Although the most-cited paper is again Wezel et al. (2009), this research front also cites education-related papers including “Innovative Education in Agroecology: Experiential Learning for a Sustainable Agriculture” (Francis et al. 2011), “Phenomenon-Based Learning in Agroecology: A Prerequisite for Transdisciplinarity and Responsible Action” (Francis et al. 2013), and “Individualized student-centred education: prototype for an agroecology BSc programme” (Waldenström et al. 2008). This suggests that, while education in agroecology has been a topic of research for some years, it is now amassing a coherent enough knowledge base to become identifiable as a (small) sub-field in its own right.

Not surprisingly, Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems II\textsubscript{2014-2018} mainly cites Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems I\textsubscript{2005-2013}, although at

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Heatmap of citations from research fronts in the 2014–2018 network to references in 8 different macro-disciplines. The color bar shows the fraction of cited references from each research front that are to documents in each macro-discipline (for the 61% of references for which this information could be established).}
\end{figure}
a rate of only 1.2 citations to Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems $I_{2005-2013}$ per paper in Coffee & Other Tropical Agroecosystems $II_{2014-2018}$. The most commonly cited papers are Perfecto and Vandermeer (2008), Méndez et al. (2010), and Méndez, Glißman, and Gilbert (2007). These articles all address (agro)biodiversity in relation to the needs and strategies of smallholder farmers.

Contrasting Approaches $^{2014-2018}$ and Systems, Transitions, & Transformations $^{2014-2018}$ cite Biodiversity, Sustainability, & Ecosystem Services $^{2005-2013}$ at a similar rate. Although it is a fairly varied research front, Contrasting Approaches $^{2014-2018}$ is named for the preponderance of papers regarding organic/conventional agriculture, the land sharing/sparing debate, and approaches to intensification. This is reflected in the fact that 22 of its 78 members (28%) cite “Global Food Security, Biodiversity Conservation, and the Future of Agricultural Intensification” (Tscharntke et al. 2012) from Biodiversity, Sustainability & Ecosystem Services $^{2005-2013}$.

Figure 12 also suggests that Plant Functional Traits – & Weeds $^{2014-2018}$ is the successor to Ecological Functions, Biological Control, & Weeds $^{2005-2013}$. The research focus and methods have shifted, though: the newer research front seeks to apply functional trait ecology to agricultural systems, with a focus on crop breeding, crop yields, nutrient cycling, and primary productivity (Martin and Isaac 2018). The remaining research fronts (Agroecological Practices at Multiple Scales $^{2014-2018}$, Agrobiodiversity & Adaptation $^{2014-2018}$, Cropping Systems, Soil, & Microorganisms $^{2014-2018}$, Peasant Agriculture & Industrialization $^{2014-2018}$) rely relatively little on papers in the 2005–2013 network. In the opposite direction, research fronts Designing Agroecosystems $^{2005-2013}$ and Pest Management $^{2005-2013}$ do not appear to have greatly influenced the larger research fronts in the most recent time period, although this may be partly due to their relatively small size.

Citations to the papers in the 2014–2018 network are only starting to accumulate for the most recent articles. At this time, nine of the top ten most-cited papers are included in the network, of which the top three are “Land sparing vs land sharing: moving forward” (Fischer et al. 2014), “Diversification practices reduce organic to conventional yield gap” (Ponisio et al. 2015) and “Agroecological practices for sustainable agriculture. A review” (Alexander Wezel et al. 2014). The only member of the top ten most-cited articles that is not in the network is “A global spectral library to characterize the world’s soil” (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2016).

The above analysis illustrates the research fronts of agroecology at three points in time and uses patterns of citations between these time periods to trace the lineage and development of the fronts. However, the overwhelming majority of the references cited by the papers in the research fronts are papers that are not contained in the Agroecology data set. Those papers contribute knowledge to agroecology, but that knowledge base is not revealed by the data
The knowledge base of agroecology

The overall SC usage map for agroecology (for all research fronts in 2014–2018) is shown in Figure 13, in which the size of each node reflects the number of times a document in a publication belonging to that SC was cited. The top seven subject categories are Ecology, Environmental Sciences, Agronomy, Plant Sciences, Agriculture Multidisciplinary, Soil Science, and Multidisciplinary Sciences. The first subject categories in the Social Science macro-discipline, Environmental Studies and Economics, are the 8th and 9th most-cited categories, respectively. If the WoS-assigned subject categories are reasonably accurate, this suggests that agroecology draws a substantial fraction of its supporting knowledge from the biophysical realm.

The journals cited by agroecology papers support this interpretation: In most of the top seven categories, the journals that are most frequently cited by agroecology papers are associated with biophysical subjects (see Table 1 in the Supplementary Material). There are three possible exceptions: Ecological Economics, Global Environmental Change – Human & Policy Dimensions, and Agriculture and Human Values. The first two are highly cited within the Environmental Sciences category, while the third is highly cited in Agriculture Multidisciplinary. Citations to papers in these interdisciplinary journals may refer to work from a variety of subject areas including natural science but also the social sciences and humanities. Broadly speaking, then, we can conclude that agroecology as a whole mainly draws from natural science but that social sciences are also integrated.

In Figure 14 the macro-discipline citation counts are split up by research front. This shows that most research fronts draw most heavily upon Earth, Ecosystems, & Environment, while a handful take their largest fraction of references from Social Sciences. The most heavily social science-citing fronts are Food Sovereignty, Food Systems 2014-2018, Peasant Agriculture & Industrialization 2014-2018, and Agroecology Education 2014-2018. Food Sovereignty, Food Systems 2014-2018 cites work in a wide range of Social Science categories; its top 10 most-cited SCs include Development Studies, Environmental Studies, Anthropology, Geography, Sociology, and Economics. For Peasant Agriculture & Industrialization 2014-2018, History also enters the top 10. The “hotspot” for Agroecology Education 2014-2018 in Health & Society is due to citations to the Education & Educational Research SC, but this research front also cites widely in Geography, Sociology, History & Philosophy of Science, etc.
Bio/medical Sciences contributes a substantial fraction of cited references for some research fronts, most noticeably to Plant Functional Traits – & Weeds2014-2018 and Cropping Systems, Soil, and Microorganisms2014-2018. Citations to this macro-discipline are usually to journals in the Plant Sciences category, although Entomology, Microbiology, and Biotechnology & Applied Microbiology also appear in the top 10 cited SCs for some research fronts. The Agriculture & Food Science macro-discipline is not frequently cited, but this is probably due to the small number of subject categories that are assigned to this group.

Discussion

Main findings

The number of agroecology papers published each year has risen dramatically in the last three decades. In time periods from 1982 through 2018, 33–43% of these publications form a network in which papers are linked when they have at least 3–5 cited references in common (Agroecology’s evolving research fronts). The remaining papers must either address topics that are similar to those in the network but base their research on a more scattered set of cited articles, or deal with different issues without having established common pools of underlying knowledge. As time progresses, the fraction of agroecology papers that are included in the network rises, and the fraction of the network that consists of small, disconnected research fronts falls (Table 1). These are signs of a maturing field that increasingly recognizes a common and transdisciplinary base of knowledge (Bettencourt, Kaiser, and Kaur 2009).

Based on the titles of the papers in each research front in the network, we suggest that the topics that concern agroecology include: Ecosystem services; (agro)biodiversity; approaches to agricultural intensification; tropical agroecosystems (particularly coffee); pest and weed management; organic agriculture; cropping systems; system modeling, design, and transitions; climate change adaptation; food sovereignty; education; and the nature and purpose of agroecology itself. These topics ebb and flow over time. There can be periods of focus and common interest in understanding a particular phenomenon, as demonstrated by the existence of a large coffee-related research front between 2004–2013 that subsequently dissipated. In the following period, 2014–2018, three of the top 10 most-cited papers came instead from a large research front concerned with land sparing/sharing, organic/conventional agriculture, and approaches to intensification.

A few research fronts in the field of agroecology have been more persistent. This includes an influential line of introspective scholarship in 2005–2013, which examined the development and future direction of agroecology and set the foundation for later research on food systems and food sovereignty in 2014–2018. Pest
management has also been an active field of research from the earliest period examined here, but its topics and methods have evolved. Weeds consistently remain a subject of considerable interest. Agroecology education has also been an area of research for some years, but papers on this topic now cite enough overlapping references to be recognized as a research front in their own right.

Integrated over all agroecology papers, patterns of word use over time also suggest that the research topics and areas of emphasis of the field are evolving. These patterns imply that the field as a whole continues to be grounded in the biophysical science of sustainable agriculture, but increasingly includes social, political, and systems perspectives. The use of words related to physical systems and processes, such as “soil,” “nutrient,” and “organic,” is widespread and has stayed stable or slightly declined. However, terms that may reflect a concern for the agency and interests of a diversity of actors in the food system, a broad food systems perspective, and questioning of the dominant regime (e.g. “participatory,” “food system,” “justice”), are becoming more frequently used (Changes in word use over time).

Although confined to a single time period, the analysis of cited reference subject categories in The knowledge base of agroecology confirms that in 2014 – 2018, agroecology research drew on knowledge from many different fields. While the discipline as a whole has a strong foundation in sciences such as ecology, agronomy, environmental sciences, and plant science, it also uses information from fields that include development studies, environmental studies, anthropology, geography, sociology, economics, and others. The word counts discussed above suggest that the focus on social issues has strengthened over time. However, it should also be acknowledged that these concerns have been present to some extent since the earliest period in this analysis, with articles from the 1980s and 1990s discussing subjects like indigenous knowledge, cultural changes, and various other socioeconomic aspects of agriculture (The early years: 1982 – 2004).

The extent to which references outside the natural sciences are cited, though, varies from research front to research front. Papers in research front Agroecological Practices at Multiple Scales2014-2018 tend to cite works in largely biophysical fields: ecology, environmental science, entomology, etc. On the other hand, roughly half of the references cited by articles in Food Sovereignty, Food Systems2014-2018 come from the Social Science area – in particular, development studies, environmental studies, and anthropology.

The nature and evolution of agroecological scholarship

The rising publication rate of agroecology papers is consistent with models of scientific development that predict a phase of rapid growth as a field starts to experience social and intellectual cohesion (Mulkay, Gilbert, and Woolgar 1975). In addition, the growing recognition of agroecology by policy-
oriented actors such as the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (Bruil et al. 2019) may suggest that credibility is increasingly being accorded to agroecology as a scientific field, helping to attract researchers who see it as a promising area of study – while others react to the possibility of agroecology being co-opted by powerful actors (Giraldo and Rosset 2018). At the same time, the growing interest from, and work done by, the scientific community may itself help to increase the legitimacy that agroecology is perceived to possess (Montenegro de Wit and Iles 2016).

As well as illustrating the growth of the field, this work also illuminates the scope of agroecological research, showing that it draws on the diverse sources of knowledge that are required to respond to complex social-ecological challenges that move beyond the farm level and cross disciplinary boundaries. In this sense, agroecological research is bridging some of the historical gaps between agricultural sciences and ecology, and agricultural and social sciences, described by Tomich et al. (2011). The use of terms like “justice” and “sovereignty” also highlights a vein of politically engaged scholarship that appears to be growing in prominence. However, certain sub-fields are more likely than others to refer to work outside the biophysical sciences, consistent with previous suggestions that different agroecological perspectives continue to coexist (Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen 2013), and that some agroecologists consider politics and practice to lie outside the realm of their research (Montenegro de Wit and Iles 2016).

In their bibliographic analysis of agroecological research, Wezel and Soldat (2009) identified broad applications and multiple meanings that they proposed would facilitate the field’s ability to respond to important real-world questions about agriculture, land use, climate change, and food security. Changes in the research fronts within agroecology suggest that the field does indeed co-evolve, at least to some degree, with the complex and shifting problems faced by agriculture and society. The boom in coffee-related agroecology research in 2005–2013 likely reflects, in part, the response of agroecology to one of the pressing social-ecological challenges of that time: the coffee price crises of the early 2000s, and the poverty and livelihood issues that resulted. Similarly, the recent focus on land sparing/sharing, organic/conventional agriculture, and approaches to intensification may indicate agroecology’s engagement with current debates around land use among NGOs, academics, policy actors, and others (e.g. Phalan et al. 2011; Wilson 2016).

In 2003, leaders in agroecology education and research in the US made the case for incorporating wider social and economic aspects of sustainable food systems into agroecological scholarship, stating that “we find it impossible to deal effectively with the complexity of resource use and design of future systems if we only focus on the production aspects, short-term economics, and environmental impacts in the immediate vicinity of farm fields“ (Francis et al. 2003). In 2020, the analysis in this paper indicates that the call is at least
partially being answered. Moreover, we find that agroecological scholarship has remained self-reflective – questioning and defining what agroecology is, and what it is becoming.

**Reflections on this analysis**

We wish to acknowledge and draw attention to some limitations and subjective elements of the analysis presented in this paper. While quantitative analyses may be transparent, systematic, and reproducible, they all rely on the authors’ judgment at some point(s) in the process, and are subject to limitations in the quality and quantity of data, methodology, tools, etc. that are used. Here we specify the main ways in which this work is affected by those phenomena.

First, coverage of the social sciences and (especially) the humanities in WoS, while growing, is less complete than that of the natural sciences (see the Supplementary Material). If agroecology is widely discussed in journals, conference proceedings, and books that are not indexed by WoS, this analysis is blind to that discussion. The fact that only 61% of the references cited by papers in 2014–2018 were associated with WoS-assigned subject categories (Cited reference subject categories) is likely also a consequence of this issue. Little is known about potential biases in the 39% of cited references without subject category information – whether a given RF heavily cites a humanities field with poor WoS coverage, say, or “gray literature” that is not indexed in WoS – and this may limit the accuracy of the analysis in **The knowledge base of agroecology**.

Second, the terms included in **Changes in word use over time** were chosen based on our own knowledge of the debate around the direction of agroecological research, and consist of words and phrases that we believed would effectively test the direction of the field. (In addition, the dominance of English-language articles in our data set may have led to the omission of important trends occurring outside the English-speaking world.) Similarly, the naming of the research fronts (**Bibliographic coupling analysis**) may well reflect some of our own biases and preconceptions. The interpretations advanced in **Bibliographic coupling analysis** rely heavily on our judgment as researchers in agroecology.

Finally, some subjective decisions had to be made while employing the methods in **Agroecology’s evolving research fronts**. To reduce noise, a lower limit was imposed on the number of common references required for inclusion in the network, a process which Zupic and Čater (2015) describe as “definitely more art than science”. The network community detection method requires the user to set a parameter related to the size of the clusters in the data. Because of this type of user intervention, Skupin (2004) suggests that the purpose of this kind of algorithm “is not to discover optimal feature space
partitions,” but rather to serve “as a stepping stone in the support of visual exploration toward domain comprehension.” Choosing a network visualization algorithm and setting its parameters also involves user judgment.

In the spirit of Skupin (2004), then, we have presented what we judge to be a useful and informative discussion of the evolution of agroecological research. At the same time, the approach used here complements existing research by offering detailed insights into the structure of the field and how it has changed over time. These methods build on previous work based largely on expert opinion (Buttel 2003; Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen 2013) by offering transparent and, in principle, reproducible results. This work also extends the data used in earlier, quantitative studies (Dalgaard, Hutchings, and Porter 2003; Wexel and Soldat 2009) to a much larger number of papers. The science mapping techniques used in this paper give a visual overview of the field, along the lines of “macrosopes” that allow us to “observe what is at once too great, too slow, and too complex for our eyes” (Börner 2010; De Rosnay 1979).

Conclusions

To map the changing structure and research areas of agroecological research, we have applied network science and bibliometric methods to more than 3000 agroecology papers and the ~160,000 references they cite. We find that a formerly fragmented field is maturing into a more coherent discipline that increasingly draws from a shared body of knowledge. Some research topics within the field (e.g. weed and pest management) have persisted over time, others (such as coffee agroecosystems) may be dissipating after having generated considerable research interest around a decade ago, and new areas (such as agroecology education) are in the process of coalescing. Inspecting the subject categories of the references cited by recent agroecology papers shows that some of these sub-fields draw mainly on biophysical knowledge, while others refer also to work in the social sciences. The frequency of certain terms related to social concerns is also rising in agroecology papers as a whole.

In broad terms, our analysis of these documents indicates that agroecological science as a whole has many of the characteristics that would be expected from a field focused on the “ecology of food systems”: a broad scope with an increasing eye toward social and political issues that influence agriculture, a knowledge base that includes work from many different disciplines, and current streams of research that address matters from biodiversity to food sovereignty. Reviews from the past two decades make the case for increasingly incorporating human, political, and economic aspects of research into agroecology to address the complex social-ecological reality of problems in the food system. Our paper documents that this trend is occurring.

The next question, then, is the extent to which these research areas are integrated into a discipline-spanning whole in which a range of natural
science fields interact with each other and with a “reflexive perspective that … [is] clear about the normative values, politics, and possibilities for transformative change that are at play in today’s agro-food systems” (Méndez, Bacon, and Cohen 2013, p7; see also Anderson et al. 2019; González de Molina et al. 2019). Such a field would include collaborations in which members bring knowledge from their specialties yet operate and engage with others outside them, gaining a holistic view of problems that encompasses levels from the molecular to the societal (Gehlert et al. 2010). Future network analyses that link connections based on co-authorship with research topics and supporting knowledge could help to further illuminate how far along this path agroecology has progressed.
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Notes

1. The University of Vermont’s WoS subscription supplies records dating to 1982; other institutions may have different arrangements.
2. See the Supplementary Material for corroboration of this result in a wider and less academic-focused data set.
3. As in 2005–2013, most citations from research fronts in 2014–2018 are to papers outside the Agroecology data set.
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